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HOMECOMING 1963
Homecoming Queen, 1963

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC, Stockton 4, California

Oct. 11, 1963

ull Weekend Planned For Alumni:
>n, Rally, Reunions, And Game

A full weekend has been planned for Alumni attending Pacific's 1963 Homecoming,
registration and information booth is set up on the lawn north of Anderson "Y." It will
oe open all day. The annual Homecoming Parade will begin at 10:00 a.m. and follow its
isual course down Pacific Avenue. "It's a Small World" is this year's theme.
The various fraternity and sorority reunions and the annual alumni luncheon in
Anderson Hall will begin at 12:30.
a
A Pacific Alumni rally will be held in the gym at 2:30. President Robert E. Burns;
°Boyd Thompson, President of Pacific Alumni Association; Coach John Rohde; Pacific's
Pep Band; Pom Pon Girls; and student entertainment will be presented.
Various interest groups will meet at 3:45. Dr. Paul Stagg and Coach Edwards will
discuss basketball in the gym"; a tour will be conducted through Robert E. Burns Tower

md Covell College.
Seven class reunion receptions
.[and banquets are planned. They
will begin at 4:30. The informa
tion booth has additional infornation concerning class
reThe annual Homecoming
3
Uame
is with Fresno State.
Cickoff time is 8:00. A Victory
3all will be held at the Stockton
jGolf and Country Club for the
jpdumnus beginning at 10:30.
Tiger" Davans
rPete "Tommy
ivill provide the (music. Tickets

Administrators issue Alcohol Policy;
Four Standards Of Conduct Given
University officials have recently issued a statement on the use
of alcohol by Pacific students. The statement of policy was written
up after consideration of suggestions given by various student organi
zations last spring. Included are the administration's attitudes
toward drinking on campus, drinking by organized student groups
off campus, and! drinking in a private situation off the campus.
for the dance and all other
Alumni events are available in
the Alumni Office.

'acific Weekly Rated "First Class"
ly The Associated Collegiate Press

s
"Exceptional" and "superb" coverage cf campus news and excel
lent typographical appearance have won for the spring, 1962-63, issues
ijpf the Pacific Weekly a First Class Honor Rating from the Associated
Collegiate Press.
These terms were applied to the UOP student newspaper by
judges for the ACP's semesterly critical service of college papers
from all over the country. The ACP is sponsored by the School
of Journalism of the University
•°f Minnesota, one of the three or
tour outstanding journalism
Schools in the United States.
Extremely well done in a
sound, workmanlike manner,"
rr°te ACP judge R. E. Konak of
'the ACP, referring to the Pacific
weekly. "You're on the right
Raoul Kennedy formally re
track and can make the Pacific
peekly outstanding." hie was signed his office as Academic
Ispeciallv impressed by the series S t a n d a r d s C o m m i s s i o n e r l a s t
®f articles on the cluster colleges,
Thursday.
written by John Stag Hanson.
Carrying 19 units, debating,
In the ACP critical rating pro
gram, each student newspaper is grading, and being in the Marine
ated in comparison with others
Reserves Raoul resigned because
rom colleges of comparable size
he
"did't have the time to do the
nd nature. After
"
'
judging
is
job
in the best way. Since the
oinpleted, the newspaper reeives a "guidebook" indicating
school could lose money if the
strengths and weaknesses. job is not carried out efficiently,
^ery effort is made to judge I feel I should reliquish the
ublications on the effectiveness office."
.'th which they serve their indiPetitions will be circulated in
'al colleges,'' states the guideeach living group to fill the va
ook.
cancy, according to Wayne Gohl,
The principal staff members of
PSA president. The office is an
le Pacific Weekly for last spring
appointive one, but requires no
nc
• uded the following: John
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)

Kennedy Resigns
As Senate Officer;
Successor Sought

FOUR CONSIDERATIONS
The four considerations given
in the statement are: (1) The
campus shall be free from the
presence or use of alcoholic bev
erages. (2) The campus and Uni
versity sponsored social functions
must be free from drinking,
drunkeness, and disorderly con
duct. (3) In non-University situ
ations, the student must be ready
to answer to himself, his parents,
(Continued on Page 11)

Photo by Chris Petersen

SUSAN MOORE

Homecoming Queen Sue Moore
To Reign Weekend Festivities
Reigning over the 1963 Homecoming festivities will be pretty
Susan Moore of Kappa Alpha Theta. Sue is an education major,
and she plans to teach kindergarten after graduating from Pacific.
She is particularly interested in painting, drawing, and designing.
Sue is a transfer from San Jose State where she has been attending
school for the past two years. "I am enjoying Pacific since it is a
smaller school," she said:, "and I can feci more a part of it."
(Continued on Page 3)

Pacific Parent's Day Scheduled For October 19
Parent's Fund Has Approximate $50,000 Goal
Parents Day this fall will be held on Saturday, October 19. Although students usually consider
Parents Day to be a time to visit with and show their arents around campus, there is a much bigger
goal behind the event this year. The Parent Executive Committee, composed of a representative from
each major area where there are parents of UOP students, has organized a project called the Pacific
Parents Fund. The parents have set a goal of $50rennovation of five major areas on campus. Wit
,000 to raise in the coming year to be used for theh the money raised, renovation would be done on
the North Dining Hall area, the Music Annex and practice rooms, classrooms in Owen and Bannis
ter Halls, the chemistry laboratory in Weber Hall, and the lighting system on campus. In a letter
sent to each UOP parent from Joseph Patton, the National Chairman of Pacific Parents, it says, "We
(the Parent Executive Committee) set a goal of $50,000 and we think its achievement is possible. This
is something we parents are doing of our own volition, and we know you will agree it is an ambitious
and worthwhile goal. University
officials were extremely impressed the parents will realize the need eats his meals. In this way par
and pleased when the project was for their improvement. Between ents will get an idea of where,
this Parents Day and the one in
how, and what their child eats,
introduced to them recently."
the spring it is hoped that the im
The students whose parents provement project will be com and it will also relieve the prob
lem of congestion that resulted
and friends are coming for Par pleted so that the parents can see
before when sack lunches were
ents Day are asked to help with exactly what their donations were
passed out to students and par
this project by showing their par used for.
A new feature in the program ents. Meals in1 Anderson, Covell,
ents around campus, being sure
and Raymond Dining Halls will
to point out the five areas desig of this Parents Day will be that
cost $1.50 per parent, to be paid
nated for rennovation.
It is each parent will eat lunch at the
(Continued on Page 10)
hoped that, by seeing the areas, place where his son or daughter

-v.
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1963 HOMECOMING QUEEN'S COUFT

Carolyn Johnson

Wilma Ramero

Anne Rowland

De Lawson

Caryll Hayden

Editorial

By Chris Schott

Dr. Cullen Explains Covell Situation
Student Concepts Vary In Accuracy

Karen Rigor

Swifzler Presents
Graduate Recital
The rare opportunity to hear
the premiere of some new music
will present itself next Sunday
afternoon when Paul Switzler
presents his graduate recital in
composition. The program, which
will be in the conservatory at
4:15, will feature a variety of
music including a song cycle, a
string quartet and a piano sonata.
Paul, no stranger as a piano
artist, is also completing his re
quirements for a graduate degree
in composition.
The works to be heard will
represent a variety of styles and
media of composition. The string
quartet will be in a romantic
vein, with flowing
melodic line
and more or less uncomplicated
harmonic structure. The piano
sonata will be of a more technical
nature, in five movements, which
will give Paul the chance to dis
play his pianistic talents. The
cycle of seven songs, taken from
texts by Sara Teasdale, will be
performed by June Hook Spen
cer, a graduate of the conserva
tory.
Paul is a busy individual on
campus — a member of Archania,
Phi Mu Alpha, Phi Kappa Phi,
Blue Key, Pi Kappa Lambda, and
Theta Alpha Phi to name a few.
He also found time last year to
dance the lead in an original bal
let for which he had already com
posed the music. He also took
the lead in the Playbox produc
tions of "As You Like It."

Just as the developers of Raymond College were made to walk the narrow plank of student criti
cism last year, so are the Covell directors in the same position now. Unfortunately UOP student com
plaints of segregation and religious restrictions are primarily due to a misunderstanding of the whole
Covell picture. Even more unfortunate, Covell's administrators have not, until now, found time to
explain that picture as it applies to this semester.
The unusual character of this operation does not lend itself to explanation too easily. Covell is a
new idea in American education with new conditions such as many different cultural backgrounds and
somewhat different manner of thinking on the part of half its students.
Busy with getting its objectives to jell, Covell administrators have not done much explaining about
the college's first
month of existence.
Yet, it is in the beginning when most misunderstandings are
made, are retained, and find their way to the public outside of Pacific's cloistered halls. This train of
events would indicate that despite the chaos inherent in starting something new, explanations should
have been made before they were.

SEGREGATION

In an interview, Dr. Cullen, provost of Covell, explained the reasons for what UOP students call
"segregation." The living groups,
RELIGIOUS RESTRICTIONS derstand other elements which
Greeks, and schools at Pacific
affect the Covell picture. For
To those Pacific students who
reserve the right to go after their
complain of religious restrictions example, people all over the
own objectives and have their
world have the same emotions
because the five Protestant Covell
own activities. They also reserve
the right

to participate in all

campus activities. It is through
this process that these groups
achieve their identities as McConchie Hall, the Theta house or the
School of Music. "Covell Col
lege, like these groups, has the
right of identity and togetherness
within itself without 'segrega
tion' from interested UOP stu
dents."
Covell College wants
the opportunity of togetherness
and to create an identity iust as
the living groups, schools and
Greeks have done.
"This year," said Cullen, "El
bert Covell College is a group
representing fifteen
nations, who
come here to become inter-Ameri
can specialists. An inter-Ameri
can specialist is a person who is
bilingual, represents his culture
to other Americans (meaning
those from all the Americas) and
becomes informed in that of
other Americans.
As long as
Elbert Covell College has an
identity, it has an influence in
promoting inter - Americanism."
Without that identity Covell Col
lege will have little influence in
its area (just as the living groups
and Greeks would have little in
fluence in their own areas with
out their own identities).
The recent uproar about segre
gated dining in the quads is only
a manisfestation of this attempt
at togetherness and identity.

College students did not receive
administration sanction to hold
services in Spanish at the Chapel,
Dr. Cullen had the following to
say: "Covell students have the
opportunity to and are encourag
ed to participate in the establish
ed religious activities on the cam
pus. They have the opportunity
to meet the community in Span
ish religious services in Stockton.
If Elbert Covell College is 'seg
regated' in the religious activi
ties of the campus (i.e. by holding
services in Spanish only) it is de
prived of the traditional UOP re
ligious experience.
This holds
for all activities on the campus."

and look forward to many of the
same realities. Nevertheless, it is
difficult for North-Americans to

One-Acts Complete
Showing At Playbox

The Theatre of the Absi
alias "Picnic on the Battlefie
and "The Bald Soprano,"
give its final
performance
night at 8 p.m. at the Playl
Under the direction of De ft
cus Brown, Pacific drama
dents will present an evening
colmedy, laughs, and fun.

Happy
Home Coming

AAI RAC w L I

OOOOG

Records at Low lo\
Everyday Prices
2363 PACIFIC AVENUE
Telephone HO 6-4388

(Continued on Page 7)

Although explanations have
been made, it is important to un-

Welcome Back Alumni

Girls - You Do Look Better
- In A GLO CLEANED SWEATER
Ql» C L E A N E R S
PACIFIC AT SWAIN
(In Marengo Shopping Center)

See Our
Campus Representatives

Terry Marshburn
John Culbertson
Ivar Kent
Raul Pero
2105 Pacific Avenue
John Thomas
- Use The Free Parking Lot At Our Back Door -
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Nancy Kennedy

Sandy Geneco

A
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DOZEN BEAUTIES

Chris Norrie

Ruby Ballow

I will be rooting for Pacific all
the way!" she assures.

the big game, De says, "With
the spirit we will have, we can
do it."

Lynn Allred

Homecoming Queen . . .
(Continued from Page 1)

Sue spent her summer working
:or
Warner Brothers in the
ecord promotion department
and as an Avon representative.
Sue's home is in Burbank,
J California.
PRINCESS ANNE
Hawaii has been home the
iast three years for Anne Rownd, representing Alpha Chi
mega on the Homecoming
(ourt. Anne spends summers in
e waters of the Pacific. "I love
ater sports — swimming, skig, body surfing, motor-boatg"

Anne's activities are in purs
nd her studies are in Sociology,
ading to work in juvenile denquent counciling. "I have also
jonsidered the Peace Corps or

some kind of work overseas."
Anne's interest in foreign work
is backed by travel to Europe,
Japan, China, and Mexico. How
is she enjoying Homecoming? "I
still can't believe the whole thing
is happening to me."

PRINCES RUBY
Sports are the center of in
terest during spare (moments for
Ruby Ballow, Delta Delta Delta
candidate
for
Homecoming
Queen. Tennis, snow skiing and
speed-boating
are in
Ruby's
sports schedule.
Being an education major,
working toward teaching second
grade, Ruby enjoys reading. She
spent her freshman and sopho
more years at Abilene Christian
College, in Texas. Ruby's home
town? — Fresno. "But naturally

JAZZ

Friday Night
Folksingers
Saturday Night
AT -

The Minotaur
Coffee House

PRINCES LYN
Lyn Allred, a 5'9" brunette
from Arcadia, is Pacific's Home
coming candidate from Covell
Hall. Describing herself as "a
freshman co-ed is a sports enfrustrated tennis player," the
thusiast. Majoring in psychology,
Lyn plans to go into personnel
work after graduation.

PRINCESS NANCY
A drama major from La
Canada, frosh Nancy Kennedy
is Quad H's representative in the
Homecoming
Queen
contest.
The
blue-eyed
blonde loves
water and snow skiing and the
beach, and plans to travel or go
into the entertainment world
after she graduates.

PRINCESS DE
De Lawson, one of Covell's
candidates to the Homecoming
Court, describes her nomination
as "wonderful, and unbeliev
able." A sophomore, voice and
education major from Medford,
Oregon, De spends her active
moments as a soprano in opera
class, A Cappella Choir, Chorus.
"The whole thing has been ex
citing through the Covell panel,
the men's panel, and finally
the
businessmen's
panel."
When
asked about Pacific's chances in

PRINCESS CHRIS
Chris Browning is the home
coming
princess
representing
Raymond College. Miss Brown
ing, 17-year-old daughter of a
doctor of medicine, was raised
on a farm in Sacramento. She
hopes later to go into child psy
chology.
"It has been an honor and a
privilege representing Raymond
(Continued on Page 12)

Tri Delta Sponsors
Of Fireside Chats
The first in a series of Fireside
Chats, sponsored by Delta Delta
Delta, will be held on October
16 from 7-8:30 p.m. in the Tri
Delta house.
Fireside shats will be con
ducted in seminar fashion, with
discussions afterward.
Dr. Clifford J. Hand, Assoc
iate Professor of English here,
will be the guest speaker Wed
nesday night.
His European
travels will probably be the
touchpoint of the evening.
The public is invited. Refresh
ments will be served.
Richard H. Reynolds, Professor
of Art, will be the guest speaker
on the November 13 chat.

WELCOME GRADS!
From AL CHARLES, JOHN CHARLES
And STAFF
Whenever You Travel Call Upon

(Charles

TRAVEL SERVICE
125 N HUNTER ST.

1019 NORTH WILSON WAY
PHONE HO 3-0098

2016 PACIFIC AVENUE
125 North Hunter - Downtown
and in Lodi . . .
220 West Pine Street

466-4991
466-9096
368-0623

MEMBERS OF AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TRAVEL AGENTS, INC.

Chris Browning

Rehearsals Begin;
Raymond Organize
New String Quartet
The Raymond String Quartet,
a newly organized group with
Ardith Gordon, Adriene Sherrill,
Edwina Aquino and Steve Hanah
will commence practice at 4:15
every Friday evening in the con
servatory under direction of Mr.
Matesky, UOP orchestra director.
Members of the quartet plan to
play for various High Table ses
sions and provide dinner music at
these sessions. They will concen
trate on classical music.
The quartet began as Edwina's
idea for a musical outlet for Ray
mond students, and now it is a
one unit class. Mr. Matesky has
agreed to instruct the group and
loan them a viola and cello in re
turn for their participation in the
UOP orchestra.
A varied background in music
has prepared each member of
the quartet. Ardith, a freshman
from San Leandro, has played the
violin for nine years and was a
member of her high school or
chestra.
Adriene, an intermediate from
Chico, has played the violin since
the age of nine and also has had
eperience with the viola which
she is playing for the quartet.
Steve is a freshman from San
Jose and has played the cello in
his high school orchestra. Ed
wina, a New Yorker is an ex- COP
music major and will play the
violin.
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Weekly Rated First Class . . .
For the first time in many years,
the Pacific Weekly was submitted
last year for ACP critical service.
In receiving a First Class rating,
it was one of 15 student news
papers from colleges of similar
size and nature.
Said Paul T. McCalib, faculty
advisor, "This year, with a staff
of equal promise and ability, we
have a good chance to top this
First Class rating."

(Continued from Page 1)
Stag Hanson, editor - in - chief
(himself from Minnesota); Shar
on Alexander, managing editor;
Chris Schott, news editor; Vickii
Ortegren, feature editor; Bob
Huber, sports editor; Ken Studer,
advertising manager; Gerry Bec
kers, business manager; Chris
Petersen, photography editor;
and Skip Stagg, circulation man
ager.

A M O N D

R I M

<3 S

For Style
Quality and Value
True artistry is expressed in
the brilliant fashion styling of
every Keepsake diamond en
gagement ring. Each setting is
a masterpiece of design, re
flecting the full brilliance and
beauty of the center diamond

Students Look Up 43 Advanced Students Receive Awar
To Hall Of Fame's As Dept. Grad Assistant Or Fellow
Distinctive Dozen
Of the many thousands of stu
dents who have graduated from
Pacific, twelve have gained suf
ficient national and international
renown to be placed in Pacific's
Hall of Fame.
Three years ago, when the
Hall of Fame was first begun, the
members' pictures were hung in
President Burn's outer office,
where additions will be made
whenever it is deemed that any
former student deserves the
honor.
Starting off the line-up is one
of the most faimous jazzmen of
the 20th Century, Dave Brubeck,
class of '42. As a student, Bru
beck was interested in the social
Sciences, and had planned to be
come a doctor of veterinary med
icine. Upon finding
that the
veterinary schools were filled, he
decided to pursue his musical
talent, and has been making jazz
history ever since.
Eddie Le Baron and Wayne
Hardin, both 1950 graduates of
Pacific, entered the world of
football.
An honor student,
Eddie LeBarron was Ail-Ameri
can and went on to become a
star quarterback for the Wash
ington Redskins. He is now re
tired from pro football, practic
ing law in Texas. Wayne Hardin
coached the Tigers here in 1952,
and 'is presently head coach of
the United States Naval Academy
football team.
Assistant to the Secretary of
Agriculture and chairman of the
Giannini Foundation of agricul
tural economics at the University
of California is Dr. George
Hehren, a student during 193637. He serves on several world
wide committees as an expert on
(Continued on Page 12)

... a perfect gem of flawless
clarity, fine color and meticu
lous modern cut.
Authorized Keepsake Jew

CAPS JEWELRY

6036 Pacific Avenue

elers may be listed in the Yellow

(Only 1 Minute North On
Pacific Avenue)

Pages. Visit one in your area

IN MARENGO CENTER

and choose from many beauti

Dial GR 7-1053
Headquarters For

ful styles, each with the name
"Keepsake" in the ring and on
the tag.

Keepsaki
A

O N D

R I N C,

>

FRIENDLY CREDIT
WYLER—BULOVA WATCHES
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

Please send two new booklets, "How to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding"
and "Choosing Your Diamond Rings," both for only 25(. Also send special
offer of beautiful 44 page Bride's Book.
NameAddress_Co..

City

-State-

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, SYRACUSE 2, NEW YORK, 13202

D I A M O N D

GENUINE REGISTERED

BRIDAL

h ee p s g i K e
D I A M O N D

CREDIT

San Andreas
Headquarters For

Kee psake

HEADQUARTERS FOR

FRIENDLY

Watch Chrystals Fitted
While You Wait

GIFTS

R I N G S

C8ed SiiM

JEWELERS

Phone HO 2-386
326 E. MAIN ST. - STOCKTON, CALIF.

R I N G S

According to an announcement made by Willis N. Potter, D
of the Graduate School, a total of 43 advanced students have recei
awards in various departments of the University as graduate assist
or fellows. In addition, four under-graduates hold fellowship,
their major departments. These students have been granted
awards on the basis of exceptional qualifications in scholarship
teaching ability.
In the Department of Biological Sciences, the graduate aw
holders are Allan Sidney Cattell,
George Corson, Armand Croft,
and James Tate The Chemistry
Department has Saleem Choudhary, Quasi Hamid, Julius Has
tings, Sharad Kulkarni, Gerald
A revision of the Associ:
McCauley, Michael Milam, Ron Women's Student's constitui
ald Smedberg, and Anthony Tru- will be approved or rejected
jillo.
all women students as they \
In the School of Education five
in their living groups Thurs
propestive candidates for the night.
Doctor of Education degree are
Distribution of the revis
serving as graduate assistants. which clarifies succession of (
They are Patricia Maklars, Fred cers, will be on Monday, and
erick Raile, Martha Steward, Jim women are requested to stud
Stubblefield, and Mary Wallin. and vote wisely on Thursday
In Covell College Antoinette Bry
A successor to Claudia 01
ant, Joel Hancock, and Joseph who resigned as AWS presic
Reyes are graduate assistants.
last week because of her he
The English Department has study load, cannot take office
three doctoral students engaged til the voting has taken pi
vice-pi
in instructional work. They are Jennifer Knorr, first
Bernard Aaen, Gladys Andersen, dent, has been acting presiden
Claudia, on scholarship, ce
and Eugene Soules.
The Department of Health and seling in her dorm, and hoj
to go to graduate school i
Physical Education has ten assist
ants and fellows, seven of whom year, must keep up her gi
are graduate students. They are point and could not devote
Sally Brun, Duane Isetti, Ivar much time to her AWS dutie
Kent, Bill Kutzer, Alice Porter, she wanted to.

AWS To Decide In V<
Change In Constitute

Gary Vaughn, and Dennis Willens. Undergraduates are Bob
Huber, John Roesch, and Dan
Silva.
Leah Watson is an assistant
and fellow in the Department of
Modern Languages.
In the School of Music there
are three fellows, Tanya Desatoff,
Alice Thompson, and Pete Fournier.
At the Pacific Marine Station,
Arthur Fikenberry is serving as
an assistant.
In the School of Pharmacy
Alan Combs and Gary Hinman
are fellows.
The Physics Department has
Charles Bender and Tai-ichi Shibuya as assistants.
The Psychology Department
has Charles Cherry and Sylvia
Joy as assistants.
Margaret Haapala and John
Marks hold Speech awards.
The awards granted to these
advanced students generally in
clude credit on tuition plus a
cash stipend. In a few cases tui
tion credit only is given. For the
academic year 1964-65 it is hoped
that similar grants will be avail
able in many departments and
schools of the University. Stu
dents who are interested should
consult with the deans or chair
men of the schools and depart
ments in which they may be
graduate majors.

EXPERT WATCH REPAIR
- GIFTS -

Next Wednesday the Frie
of Chamber Music, a civic org
z.ation, will present the first i
series of free concerts on
University of the Pacific cam]
The New Danish Quartet (ut
the official sponsorship and
tronage of King Frederick I)
Denmark) will appear at
Great Flail in Raymond Coll
at 8:15, in a balanced prog
of Mozart, Beethoven and I
sen, a contemporary Danish c
poser.
This is a fine opportunit]
hear one of the finest string qi
tets of Europe playing m
which is all too rarely heard,
lack of capable musicians to]
form it.

Kennedy Resigns . .

(Continued from Page 1
special qualifications. "The o
is best held by an upperclassi
with high academic standi:
Wayne advised.
Deadline for submitting 1
tions will be Tuesday noon. S<
tion of the Commissioner wil
held Tuesday afternoon.

Adding Machines & Typewriters
Rentals-

Rent to try—will apply If you buy
Weekly—Monthly—Quarterly
All Makes—Standard
Portables and Electric Models
Easy "PENNIES A DAY" plan

James J. Corbett

Mother Lode Jewelry
San Andreas, Calif.

New Danish Quartet
To Present First Free
Chamber Music Shov

pa/i|floaquin
BUSINESS

Phone HO 5-5881
114 N. California St.

l5W3M8M2TnW7
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Pacific Sports

MACS FACTS

ETTER TO THE (SPORTS) EDITOR
By NANCY MacALLISTER
Since there are seldom any letters directed to the Sports Editor,
am taking the liberty of reprinting this one, from Jack Mason,
,rofessor of Sociology.
"Why not face up to the temper of the times and admit that the
Ifanatic football fans of the 20's and rah-rah days of Pacific's fabulous
larly 50's are probably gone forever! I doubt that the more highly
'{elected student body of today with its increasing concern with the
academic and intellectual world ever will be stampeded into a blind
"allegiance to noisy-crowd behavior by players, coaches, or college
'fffifials of any kind.
"The approach appropriate for the present time, it seems to me,
one that stresses the basic problem-solving aspects of the game.
® 0iy not have rallies chiefly to orient the students and faculty to
the nature of good football and sound tactics? The intelligent
ibservation of the game by students and faculty might not lead to
.s much wild cheering but it would certainly lead to a keener appreiation of the disciplined and resourceful effort which the game reuires of players and coaches. The Rohde-Campora clinic of a
ew weeks ago represents a good beginning. How about it Mr. Campell and coaches? Would you like to have a student-body capable
f intelligently second-guessing your calls?"
An interesting thought, I'd say. And there may be something
lery sound to what he says. Think about it, seriously, and then
"loice your opinion. It might be worth a try.
WORLD SERIES FANS, WHY ONLY THAT?
I
Now that the World Series is over and things are beginning to
et back to normal (whatever that is), I have a question. Why is
that during the World Series every year radios and televisions
n be heard and seen in almost every story, house and dorm in
i? I've never seen such fanaticism for anything.
The series of games are supposed to determine the "world
hampion" baseball team. That shows our country's ethnocentrism
tore than anything I've ever seen. Since there are no teams outside
f our little world of the USA invited to enter, it seems to imply
tat we are the world. If th;s is so, then what do the other countries
Belong to?
!
I think what we may have here is an overgrown case of "heroworship." Baseball at Pacific can be just as exciting as in Yankee
'Stadium (and even more so because most of us are more familiar
ith the ball players on our own campus than in New York), but
mehow it just doesn't have the drawing power. We have a good
am; of that there is no doubt. But I guess most people just think
at to watch college baseball is dull compared to professional,
ounds kind of silly to me.
TAGG'S NOT SO BAD!
Going against all precedent for sports editors (which I guess
I've already done by being of the "opposite" sex), I'm going to assert
'that Dr. Paul Stagg isn't as bad as many people think. When I went
k> see him about a soccer team I learned, as a sidelight to my original
lurpose, that I was the first sports editor to interview him.
I found him very pleasant and easy to talk to. He was straight
forward, answering my questions directly. He is, we must all admit,
II a rather delicate position because of the inevitable confidential
lature of some information. This might be interpreted as being
^vasive by some people, but, knowing the manner in which the student
'°dy jumps to condemn something entirely understood, he and the
fcst of his staff cannot release some information.
I am not advocating a "love Stagg'' campaign. Just asking
pat as individuals you form your own opinions by his actions toward
(ou, not from other people's opinion from other people's opinions
from other people.

Winless Tigers To Battle Fresno St.
In Homecoming Tilt Tomorrow Night
After two weeks' rest, the University of the Pacific Tigers will meet the Fresno State College
Bulldogs in the homecoming classic tomorrow night in Pacific Memorial Stadium at 8 p. m. The
Tigers, still looking for their first win of the season and their first win out of the past five games, will
be minus the services of Van Boschetti, a second unit center, who suffered a knee injury in an intersquad scrimmage last week. The 220 pound junior from Martinez underwent surgery for the injury.
LINE UP CHANGE
Coach John Rhode will have to make some changes in the line-up to keep depth in the center
position with Paul Latzke and Mark Noonan. A change that has already taken place is the shifting
of John "Red" Phillips from a guard post to the fullback position. The purpose of this change is to
give John experience in backfield blocking.
With most of their injuries healed, the Bengals will be eager to recover from the supremacy that
Fresno has held in the past three
contests with Pacific.
Fresno
leads the overall football series
with 19 wins to 17 wins for
Pacific. There were two ties.
Fresno State will present the
same type offense again this year
with many of their lettermen re
turning. However, State's season
In a double-overtime game, Pacific's waterpolo team edged San
record doesn't show too much. Jose State 11-9 on Wednesday, October 2. The players described
Fresno lost their opener to Idaho
the game as "the best game we've played,'' and "the most exciting
(who the Tigers meet next week)
32-8 and were rattled by Mon water-polo game I've ever seen." The score was tied 7-7 at the end
tana State 29-7 before the Bull of the regulation game making an overtime necessary. The first
dogs could muster up a win overtime period ended with the score tied 9-9. Pacific scored twice
against Adams State of Colorado in the second overtime to win 11-9. Bill Rose scored five points;
last week end 25-7.
Tom McKay and Jim McKenzie
each scored two and Ralph Purdy score of 5-2. Foothill's team was
TOSS UP
and
Steve Bailey each scored one. led by Gary Ilman who partici
Things to look for in tomor
pated in the Pan American games
row night's contest will be plenty
Foothill College, 1962 State
of passing by the Tigers and
and toured Japan with the
hard running and passing by the Water Polo Champions, defeated
(Continued on Page 6)
Bulldogs.
With the Bulldogs Pacific Saturday, October 5 by a
slight favorites, and Pacific cele
2019 Pacific Avenue
brating Homecoming, the game
should be a toss up.

Water Polo: Pacific Defeats SJS
Edged By Foothill College, 5-2

Athletic Board Forming
To Counsel Dr. Stagg
An athletic board to serve as
an advisory committee to Dr.
Paul Stagg, Director of Ath
letics, is being organized this fall.
Having been without one for
several years, the organization is
going rather slowly. But, ac
cording to Dr. Stagg, "we hope
to have our first meeting before
Christmas."
Members of the board have
not been decided as yet, but
there will be representatives from
the student body, alumni, faculty
and administration. The actual
number of representatives is not
yet final, but indications are that
it will be a relatively equal dis
tribution between the various
segments of the school.

'tirade Continues Tradition That Was First Begun In 1950

Pacific's first Homecoming pade — Chancellor Tully C.
n°les, riding atop his favorite
rse, 'Ole'' led that parade of
1950. Bringing up the rear
the parade, representing a
ringly new idea for parade exlavanganzas, was a live 450
•°und Bengal cat, Tommy Tiger!
I Instituted in 1950 as a Fall
tivity comparable to the tradi°nal Mardi Gras Parade, Pacs first
Homecoming Parade
aarchec} the two miles along
acinc Avenue with over 2,000
jrticipants in the march, and
spectators looking on.
ne year was one of the Cenj-nnial celebration for College of
! e Pacific. Included in the act'le week-end was the
fcr)tleS
jCatl°n
Pacific Memorial
a 'um
with appearances by
overnor Earl S. Warren, and
°j
Powell who emceed
e dedication.

Homecoming parade on Octo
ber 21 of that special year had
entered in it floats of merchants
as well as the entries of COP liv
ing groups. As the 1950 Naranjado reported the event, "Waves
of College-Community good will
spilled into the central valley."
Loyola, 35; Pacific, 33 — The
final accounting of the evening's

football. And watching over the
whole thing, Tommy and Tilly
Tiger.

Y

%°BB

. . . carryall in
natural color
hopsacking,
fully lined in
calico print, gay
felt applique
on the book
pocket.

Sad eyed hound
beige and brown

In the evolution of social
events at COP in the years fol
lowing 1950, Homecoming Pa
rade was to become the main
function for the Fall, while the
traditional Mardi Gras Parade
was to disappear.

- Come Browse at -

THE BOOKMARK
3,000 Paperbacks
Arranged By Subject
2103 Pacific Ave.

HO 6-0194

Self-satisfied horse

Welcome Home Grads
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THE B U L L D O G S

THE TIGERS
No.
35
88
44
50
41
65
*10

63
*86

*30
*20

71
24
23
*68

80
61
39
*66

*75
*52
42
64
73
54
82

62
25
77
*83
84

60
21
*70
17
43
14
67
12
*33
15

NAME
Ashton, Jim
Balk, John
Billecci, John
Boschetti, Van
Burns, Ron ,
Busher, Jim
Campbell, Howie
Damsgaard, Mike
Del Nero, Buck
Doyel, Cameron
Ford, Allen
Garrison, Vern
Hair, Mike
Harris, LeRoy
Heidelbach, Dick
Henderson, Jim
Hinkle, Steve
Hyatt, Ken
Irwin, Bob
Kirby, Dick
Latzke, Paul
Machado, Chris _
Marshburn, Terry
Molini, Simon
Noonan, Mark
Pinching, Russ
Phillips, John
Reed, Jack
Renzi, Frank
Rodgers, J ohn
Sandeman, Bill
Scardina, Bob
Sears, Mike
Shackelford, Don
Simas, Eddie
Story, Roger
Strain, Tom
Shoemaker, Ross
Stagnaro, Don
Verduzco, Ismael
Zermeno, Ernie

_

POS.
HB.
E
FB—C
HB
G
QB
G
E.
HB
HB
T_
HB.
HB
G.
E
G_
HB.
G
T
C
HB
G
_T
C
E
G
HB.
-T_
E.
E
G
HB_
T_
HB_
HB
QB
G
QB
FB
QB

HT.
5-11

WT.
-175

-6-1

-210.

.6-1

205

.6-0

220.

5-10

180..

6-0

6-1 _

196
185.
195..
205.
185
176.
230.

6-1 _

200.

6-0 -

175

6-1

220.

.6-0

6-1
6-1

.5-10
6-0 _

6-3 _

195
..200-170
215.260.
225.
.190
.215-

6-1

-220-

. 6-2 -

5-106-1 _

5-U_
6-1

6-4 _
6-0 -

...

5-10_.
.6-2 _

5-10.6-0 _

6-1 _
.6-0

6-5
5-10.
.6-5 _
.6-3 5-10..
5-116-1 .
6-0
6-1
6-0
6-0

.205...
.205
.190.
.205.
225
195.
220 —
—205.
-210-245.
.175-190.
175-210
..190-185
-190..

No. NAME
11 McKeighan, Gary
*12 Carter, Beau
13 Melton, Ron
14 Van Galder, Dick
20 Miyamote, Eddie
22 Owens, Levi
*23 Hamp, Herman
24 France, Jim
30 Long, Jim
31 Keith, Doyle
*32 Beckstrom, Corky
33 Bresnan, Mike
40 Rice, J im
*42 Russo, Joe
43 Lee, Bobby —
50 Warkentin, Paul .
51 Ansolabehere, Mike
*52 Lewis, Fred
61 Standifer, Gary
62 Parks, John
63 Dritsas, Russ _
*64 Kaiser, Ed
65 Scheidt, Gerry
66 Dudley, Charles '
67 Salazar, Ralph
*68 Wicker, Paul
69 York, Ralph
70 Murphy, Bill
71 Fugman, im
».
72 Zentner, J ohn
73 Sowers, Ed
*74 Day, Montie
75 Dudley, Gene
76 Roblede, Henry
*77 Kross, Jim
80 Ransom, Rick
*82 Smith, Roger
*83 Williams, Joe
84 Faris, Jan
86 Fogelstrom, Larry
87 Leimbach, Ron
88 Dunbar, Darrell
^Probable Starting Line-up

CLASS
...Soph,
-Jr.
-Jr.
-Jr.
—Soph.
—Soph.
-Sr.
...Soph,
-Sr.
-Jr.
-Jr.
— Soph.
-Jr.
Sr.
—Jr.
Jr.
-Sr.
.Soph.
..Jr.
-Soph.
-Jr.
„Sr.
-Sr.
-Jr.
-Sr.
Jr.
Soph.
-Jr.
-Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
-Soph.
..Sr.
.Soph.
Soph.
-Soph.
Sr.
Sr.
-Jr.
Soph.

*Probable Starting line-up

POS.
RH.
QB
QB
QB
LH
LH
LH

FB.
FB.
RH
„FB :
RH
RH
WB
RH
C
C
C
RG
RT
LG
LG
LT.
,—RT_
LG
RG
RG
RG
LT
RT
LT
LT.
LT.
RT
RT.
LE
RE.
LE
LE_
RE
RE
RE

Water Polo . . .

Americans.
Pacific was on its way toward
an upset as they led 2-1 at the
half, but were out-scored in the
second half and were finally de
feated. Coach Conner Sutton
summed up the game saying,
"Bad breaks and passes lost it
for us. Gary Wykoff was troubl
ed by pulled muscles in his back
and more than a dozen passes
were off target." Coach Sutton
was pleased with the overall per
formance of his players. "Bill
Rose and Tom Muir played well
and Steve Bailey was outstanding
on defense." Bill Rose scored
Pacific's two points.

There will be a meeting for all

interested in either freshman or
varsity basketball should attend.

6-0 _
6-0

5-8
6-0

.202 .

5-115-10
6-3 .
5-11.
5-9 ,—5-8
5-10
5-9 5-9 —5-11

-171-180-

.199
-184.
.195-170..
171...172.
-165.202..

5-10.

196.
-187-

6-0 .

-220-

6-9 .
6-3

6-0 .

227227198.
-251..
.239

6-2 .

.222..

.6-5 .

.244
.210.
207236.
.240-

6-0

6-0 .

6-0

6-0 .

5-11
6-1 .

6-5 .
6-6 .

.212-

6-4 .
6-4 .

.250
249-

6-1 .

-221-

. 6-2 .

.6-1
6-2 .
6-0 -

.6-4
6-2
6-2 .

6-2

-236.
188208183.208196
190.200-

CLASS
Soph.
—Sr.
-Jr.
-Sr.
-Jr.
-Jr.
-Sr.
-Jr.
-Jr.
-Jr.
-Jr.
—Soph.
-Jr.
—Jr.
-Jr.
Soph.
-Jr.
-Jr.
-Jr.
-Jr.
—Soph.
-Jr.
-Jr.
-Jr.
-Jr.
Sr.

-Jr.
Sr.
-Jr.
-Jr.
_Sr.
Sr.

-Jr.
..Sr.
-Jr.
Soph.
-Jr.
—Sr.
—Sr.
Sr.

-Jr.
-Jr.

SHIRTMAKERS

Published on Friday of every 5-day academic week during the college
year by the Pacific Student Association.
Entered as second class matter October 24, 1924 at the Post Office,
Stockton, California under the act of March 3, 1879.
Editor-in-chief
News Editor
Sports Editor _.
Feature Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editors Business manager
Advertising manager
Advisor

THE BATISTE
OXFORD

Sharon Alexander
Chris Schott
Nancy MacAllister
Nancy Smith
Mike D'Asto
Chris Petersen, Sven Pretorious
John Ball
Ernie Segale
Paul T. McCalib

RICE'S AVENUE DRUGS
Complete Stock of Drugs, School Suppplies
Infant Dept., Tobacco, Ect.
2218 Pacific at Pine

HO 6-3433

The cooling propensities of lightest-weight Batiste are now joined to the
texture and weave of fine Oxford. The result? A cotton conservative that
will stand up to the warmest days in style. Handsomely, comfortably
designed with an authentic button-down collar and short sleeves. ^ g^

©1961 -Gant Shirtmaken
-tltc

basketball candidates in the gym
next Monday at 3:00. Anyone

6-0 6-0 -

WT.
—175-187-189-193.145-

ANT

(Continued from Page 5)
United States Swimming Team
this summer; Bob Benson, a
transfer from the University of
Oregon where he was Ail-Ameri
can; Topper Horack and Gary
Ruble, both Junior College Ail-

HT.

op

Hours: 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. — Sun. 10 to 5
STUDENT BODY CARD GOOD FOR LIMITED CREDIT
1718 Pacific Avenue

HO 2-3202
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First Steps Taken For Soccer Team Frosh Football Back At UOP;
'Must Have Assurance Of Success^ T|9er Tikes To play Sac*St*
Covell College, a new innova
tion on the UOP campus, may
well be the stimulus for a new
sport — soccer.
According to
Qr Paul Stagg, Director of
Athletics, "when Dr. Cullen
(head of Covell College) arrived
with him and found
we talked
oUt that the Spanish people play
soccer.
It was at that time we
recognized the probability that
1 we would have soccer on an
• inter-college basis."
A soccer program is not as yet
2 underway, but the initial steps
I have been taken. It will probIbably be some time before an
• organization can be set up, but
Dr. Stagg is sure that it will be
I done as soon as "we have some

By TOM HONEY
Freshman football returns to the University of the Pacific after
an absence of three years from the Pacific athletic program. The
frosh Bengals will meet the frosh of Sacramento State today at 2:00
p.m. at the campus of Sacramento State College. This will be the
first real contest for the freshmen gridders this season as they showed
quite well against Delta Junior College in a scrimmage last Friday.
Coached by Pacific graduates
and the two weeks of practice
If soccer is ever organized on of the grid iron, Bill Kutzer and
Duane Isetti, the frosh show undergone were John Quaccia,
this campus, there will be no
problem in finding schools to some terrific talent. Out of 17 Kevin Drake, and Jim Paine.
players on this year's squad, 12 Quaccia, a quarterback moved to
play.
In northern California
alone there are seven schools are on scholarship, which shows halfback, is from Oakdale, Cal"
promise for the future of Pacific ifornia where he was team cap
which have recognized soccer
tain, the most valuable player,
teams on an inter-collegiate basis. football. Almost all of the mem
bers, however, had high school and All Valley Oak League quar
These schools are University of
terback. He also was a member
California (Berkeley), Univer experience that merited all-league
of the South squad in the Elks
sity of San Francisco, San Jose honors and up.
Valley All Star Classic held in
SCRIMMAGE STANDOUTS
State, San Francisco State, Santa
Among some of the stand Lodi last summer. John plans
Clara, Chico State, and Stan
outs in last Friday's scrimmage to be a physical education teach
ford.
er upon graduation and enjoys
to hunt and fish.
Drake, a six-foot, 190 pound
quarterback
from
Modesto,
placed high on the honor level
of the high school ranks. While
at Downey High School, he was
an All Central California Con
ference quarterback, All Inland
Empire member, and the most
inspirational player for the
Knights. Drake also broke a rec
ord for the CCC for the most
pass completions made in a sin
gle season. Kevin is a business
ORBITS.
major and enjoys photography.
Paine, a 6'1" 230 pound tackle
from Burbank, California, is per
haps the toughest lineman a Ti
ger Frosh team has seen in many
years.
Paine, while attending
North Hollywood High School,
BEAMS...
FLASHES...
was quite active in baseball as
well as football. He placed for
two years in a row on the All
Valley football team and was
the player of the year last season.
He also was chosen to be on the
All City baseball team last season.
Jim plans to go into business
upon graduation and become a
business manager.
Other standouts include Allan
Melikian, a two year all city and
PULSES.
all league halfback from Fresno,
TALKS.
Mike Pirezzeli, an all league and
3rd team Northern California
guard from Antioch, Bob Erman, an all league fullback who
was the most valuable player at
Linden High School last season,
and Don Negus, a quarterback
from Lafayette, Minnesota.
Today's game promises to be
WINKS...
a good one for the junior Ben
gals because it will test their true
strength under pressure.
The
Frosh squad will also have games
with San Jose State Frosh and
BLINKS...
Santa Clara Frosh. More games
are being planned.

assurance that the activity will
be a success."
Many people hae been disturb
ed with the idea that soccer, if
started, will interfere with and
destroy the rugby club on cam
pus.
When questioned about
this Dr. Stagg said, "at most
schools soccer is a fall sports
and thus would not interfere
with, but possibly enhance the
rugby organization which plays
in the spring."
Another problem which must
be faced before a soccer team
can be organized is that of a
playing field. Hopes are high
that soccer, as well as baseball
and track will be able to be ac
commodated on Knoles Field be

tween Raymond College and
Pacific Memorial Stadium. The
University has not as yet approv
ed this plan, however, so there
is no assurance that it will be
come a reality.

Progress in the Bell System..

SWIMS...

BURROWS...

Covell College . .
(Continued from Page 2)

A N D LIVES A N D B R E A T H E S . . .
Progress takes many shapes in the Bell System. And among
the shapers are young men, not unlike yourself, impatient
to make things happen for their companies and themselves.
There are few places where such restlessness is more wel
comed or rewarded than in the fast-growing phone business.

Bell Telephone Companies

see that these emotions and hopes
can be, and are, manifested in
ways not typically North-Ameri
can. Covell's directors are train
ed in this concept and explain
that their school is being super
vised with a mind to both Latin
and North-American ways of
thinking and doing.
It is at this point that perhaps
most student confusion about
Covell College begins. The only
way Pacific students can avoid
this confusion is to make an
honest attempt at understanding
the differences and similarities
between Elbert Covell College
and the rest of UOP.
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Dick Heidelbach, g

Howie Campbell, qb

Don Shackelford, t

Allen Ford, hb

buy now—your complete fall wardrobe—use our "revolving
fashion accounts"—up to 6 months to pay

Bob Irwin, g

Ismael Verduzco, fb

Buck Del Nero, e

Sports Pavillion Open
For Physical Fitness
Enthusiasts To Enjoy
Because of repeated complaints
from students that they had no
place

its smart to

to

Pavillion

work
is

out, the Sports

now

open

Picture Available

under

supervision.
Hours for the pavillion use are
Tuesday and Thursday from 3:00
to 4:00 and Saturday from 2:00
to 4:00.
available

There will be equiplment
for

weight - lifting,

tumbling and gymnastics.

this season's fuzzy-wuzzy isn't a bear—
it's a real love of a sport jacketso flattering it can turn a cold weather hike
into a romantic rendezvous—called
glen polar it's a grand sham master worked by fine
furrier russell taylor—sheds rain and dirt
White-Beige Green.

The pavillion is open to all
University
students, including
girls.

Spurs Go On Retreat
To Lamb Park, Sac.
To Plan For Semester
The Spurs had their retreat
a week ago last Sat. at William

Football Pictures by Sven Pretori

Lamb Park in Sacramento. 1
girls left at 9 a.m., and the retri
lasted all day. Chairman Tru
Vaughan organized
two 1
cussion groups. The first, led
Junior Advisers Pam Tenni
and Ruthie Grams, sujmmarii

what the Spurs have done so I
this semester. The other groi
headed
by
Gloria
Shamai

president of the Spurs, discuss
financial and service projects a
traditional functions of the
ganization. Gloria said the p1
pose of the retreat was "to pi
for the coming semester and
get things underway".

40.00

HARLEQUIN HOUSE
WORK SHOP - GALLERY -

1037 South Center Stref

STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
Telephone HOward 2-41'

7UTU5-W

avenue, Stockton
pari free—spacious, convenient—open mondays 'til 9

Student Discount Rates On All Art Suppplies

Art Instruction - Suppplies - Frames - Painting
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Pacific's Stand Requested On
Civic And Segregation Issues

Bachelor Degrees
To Be Conferred
On January Grads

By MARILYN MAYER
What does "de facto segregation" mean?
Translated, the Latin is "in fact rather than principle." For
the U. S. in 1963, it actually means segregation through discrimina
tion against or around the law, and is practiced mostly in the setting
of school district boundaries in such a way as to place Negroes in
certain schools and whites in others.
For an overview of de facto segregation in Stockton, I consulted
Mr. A1 Bonner, president of the
NAACP. By profession a civil Pacific has let Stockton down by
engineer, Mr. Bonner is an ex not taking stands on civic issues
tremely articulate man concerned
such as the water shortage, trans
not only with the problems of his
race but with the American edu portation, taxation, etc. "If we
just knew where the university
cational system as well. To my
question of whether segregation stood," he says, "we could tell
what out approach to these prob
exists in Stockton, he said:

Head Song Girl Janie Riffle and Head Yell Leader Jon Thomas
till spark Pacific spirit at tomorrow night's Homecoming game.

tAMPUS PERSONALITIES

lanie Riffle And Jon Thomas
.ead Pacific As Spirit Builders
The pretty half of the week's
ersonality picture is exemplified
Janie Riffle, Pacific's head song
|irl. Janie, now a junior, was
ected Soph Doll last year. Like
any students who come to
'acific, the appearance of the
mpus was one of Janie's reans for making UOP her final
oice. She also likes Pacific's
allness and, as a clincher, she
ad received a scholarship.

Right from the beginning of
ier freshman year Janie became
nvolved in student activities,
he worked on Homecoming,
and Frolic, was a dorm officer,
d was on the Rally Committee.
>s a result of her contact with
e Rally Committee, she decided
* try cut for song girl. After
3er last year's experience, she
*as elected head song girl for

|963-64.

Janie's opinions on school
airit are similar to those of John
homas, head cheerleader. Both
:el that students shouldn't dress
P for football games, and Janie
'ggested that "if fraternities and
thers who hold after game funcons would initiate programs of
isual dress for those functions,
>is would improve the situation
lot.'' She went on to say that
you have to be in the mood for
dling."
Another problem in spirit that
thinks is important is the
;neral negativism.
"The fresh
en are told how bad spirit has
Een 'n the past and don't feel
ley should take over the whole
sPonsibility »
She added that
e University
of the Pacific
d do with a bit more spirit.

There seems to be a solution to

Beyond plans for changing the
boundaries, Mr. Bonner is con
cerned with the neglect of noncollege preparatory students and
advocates the establishment of
technical and commercial high
schools in Stockton to fill this
need. In agreement with James
B. Conant (Time magazine, Sept.
27) he sees the placing of teach
ers in charge of classes not in
their major field
as a serious
problem, and feels that adjust
ment of class size and more con
centrated curriculum can help
alleviate this situation.

the dining situation at the Quad
rangles, according to Dr. Gordon
Zimmerman, Dean of Men. Last
Friday, a meeting was held to dis
cuss the situation, and Dean Zim
merman said, "A solution, though
not ideal, has resulted." The out
come of the meeting will not be
published until after the students
directly related to the problem
have been informed as to the re
sult.

The issue of de facto segrega
tion, he points out, is really a
cycle growing out of community
disinterest.
Without jobs for
minority groups there cannot be
better housing, and without more
industry in Stockton there can
not be more jobs; but without
active interest taken by the major
institutions in the city there can
be no growth. It is here that Mr.
Bonner and the NAACP feel that

school, staying with a Greek
family for two and a half months.
After graduation Janie plans to
become an elementary teacher.
(Continued on Page 11)

Solution Found For
Covell's Dining Hall

^he interests of this active
include music, sewing, and
a
ing. She sings in the Metho.
Sj C/1°ir, rnakes her own clothes,
has traveled to Greece as a
5reign exchange student in high

lems should be."
Whether the leaders of the
university agree with this view or
not, the question remains whether
colleges and universities a r e
merely groups of scattered indi
viduals or institutions which
stand for something in practice
rather than in name only.

State Scholarships
Set For 1964-65
The California State Scholar
ship Commission has announced
its scholarships for the academic
year 1964-65.
Briefly, the scholarship awards
will be in amounts ranging from
(3300 to $1500, in $100 intervals,
varying according to the student's
need for financial
assistance and
the tuition at the college he will
attend. The applicant must be a
high school graduate by the
summer of 1964, or have been
accepted for admission by an
accredited college.
Applicants
must take the Scholastic Aptitude
Test of the College Entrance Ex
amination Board.

Bachelor

of

Science:

John

Charles Richardson.

B. S.

in

Civil

Engineering:

Tames Clayton, Daniel A. Silva.

B. S. in Engineering Mngt.:
Truman Lee Gates.

Bachelor of Music: Donald Al
berts.
6B. S. in Pharmacy: Jane Thon
Chan, Richard S. Greenwood.

/yu'Mrw/

CLEANERS

;nie

n'or

"The boundaries set up by the
Stockton Unified School District
divide the high school popula
tion at 50% for Stagg High
alone, with the other 50% divid
ed among several other schools
in the city. Since the majority
of Stockton's non-whites live
south of Harding Way, Stagg is
effectively segregated and also
overcrowded with an enrollment
exceeding 2500. However, a new
state directive stating that district
boundaries cannot be drawn to
effect discrimination demands
that the lines be changed, and at
present the NAACP and district
officials are working toward the
change."

The following student's names
are on the tentative list for gradu
ation on January 25, 1964:
Bachelor of Arts: Darrow M.
Bishop, Dale R. Boothby, Mavejean S. Bowles, Edward C.
Clowes, Martha Collin, Diane P.
Cudney, Janet Daniels, Dennis
Del Nero, Joan C. Ehrhart, Tim
W. Emerick, Iva S. Galinato,
Candace L. Gatzert, Manuel V.
Gaxiola, Elizabeth Ann George,
Gary W. Goodwin, Janetta C.
Grohs, Kathleen Carson Hafey,
Shirley Jean Haller, Jane Ann
Hamilton, Stephen H. Hinkle,
Jean Lillian Howard, J a n e t
Lynne Jacobsen, Susan Astrid
Lytle, Emily Doe McGladder,
Nancy W. MacAllister, Shirley
Clara Marsh, Terry Vaughn
Marshburn, Wendell R. Martin,
Nancy Maruyama, Lowell Shep
herd Miller, John Osborn Mil
ton, Kathleen May Mooney, Eleanora Owtang, Billye Parks, Vir
ginia Ruth Peirce, Carol Paige
Pope, Lloyd Anthony Ratto,
Robert S. Richards, Brenda Alice
Rose, Roger Salomon, R. A. Scard'ina, Jr., Jack N. Schimp, Kay
Renee Sheets, Charles Wilkes
Smith, Jane Ann Smith, John
Michael Starr, Sally Pen Thorn,
Marie Narian Uyesugi, Johannes
Van den Berge, Martha Elin Vernazza, Christine S. Virgin, Vida
M. Ward, Gary R. Wyckoff.

©

EXPERT DRY CLEANING
COMPLETE LAUNDRY SERVICE
ONE DAY SERVICE BY REQUEST
CONVENIENT FREE MINOR REPAIRS
EASY DRIVE-IN PARKING
CLOSEST CLEANER TO THE CAMPUS
SAVE WITH CASH & CARRY PRICES
2520 PACIFIC AVENUE
(Former location of Miracle Drive-In)
- YOU MAY ESTABLISH CREDIT IF DESIRED -

MODERN CLASSICS SCULPTURED IN 18 KARAT GOLD.
BUDGET TERMS TOO.

P L A C E

Y O U R

C O N F I D E N C E

I N

Y O U R

ARTHUR
Registered Jeweler • American Gem Society
207 EAST WEBER AVENUE STOCKTON

R E G I S T E R E D

J E W E L E R
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Campus Living Groups Replace Chapel
Committee In Planning Tues. Services
In an effort to put increased emphasis on the role of religion in
student affairs, University of the Pacific Chaplain Rev. Robert
Stewart and his student assistant, Chapel Chairman Robert Rible,
have taken a new approach to chapel planning this year. The Chapel
Committee as such has disappeared. Instead of the committee, campus
groups have been invited to plan the Chapel Services from week to
week. Under this new program each living group has an opportunity
to provide the readers and ushers
and to choose the speaker for the
day.
The only requirement for the
speaker is that he must have a
theological background.
This
background does not necessarily
have to be on of traditional
Christian thought, as long as the
message is relevant to Christian
precepts and has bearing on
modern life.
The new system came into be
ing as a result of chaplain Ste
wart's desire to get more students
into active participation. Accord
ing to Rible, "religion is being
pushed into one small corner of
campus life. The existance of the
Chapel Committee added to this
situation. However, to be vital,
religion must not be isolated, but
must be an integral part of a stu
dent's life. By using programs
planned in the living groups, re
ligion can be fused back into stu
dent affairs."
The new set-up is designed to
attract interest in several ways.
First of all it is the hope of
Stewart and Rible that by plan
ning the programs each living
group will become more involved
in the chapel services. Then too,
they hope that it will stimulate in
dividual participation in the serv
ices. Finally, letting each group
pick the speaker, will provide a
stimulating diversity of view
points and ideas.
So far the program has run
smoothly, with the living groups
co-operating very well. The first
of the groups to participate was
Phi Kappa Tau, on Oct. 1. They
provided the ushers (Don Rob
erts, Jim Hason, John Levy, Jim
Merwin, Dan Dugan, and George
Corson), the readers, (Steve
Kyte, Old Testament, and Paul
Wheatley, New Testament) and
the speaker Rev. Jack R. McMichael, from Grace Methodist
Church of Stockton. He chose
the topic "Partisan Participants
or Irrevelant Irresobites,'' which
dealt with the matter of Christian
Activity and the committment in
current affairs.
The second living group to
take part was Covell Hall and
they were responsible for the Oct.
8th Chapel Service. They chose
as a speaker, Dr. Harold Schmidt,
who spoke on "The Atheist and
I." The New Testament reader
was Ruth Grams and the ushers
were Faith Waarama, Velma
Cunningham, Doris Walker and
Pamela Tenant.
The schedule as it now stands
for coming Chapel services is as
follows:
Tue., Oct. 15: Alpha Kappa
Lambda.
Tue., Oct. 22: Delta Gamma.
Tue., Oct. 29: Raymond Cqllege.
Tue., Nov.
Delta.

5:

Delta

Delta

The groups scheduled for the
remainder of November and De
cember are only tentative and
will be posted at a later date.

KUOP-AM Station
Now In Operation
In Living Groups

"This is station KUOP — 660
on your AM dial." KUOP is
our campus AM station, owned
by the university for student use.
It operates on 660 kilocycles and
is an extra-legal radio facility—
as long as it broadcasts only on
campus, it does not come under
the direction of state and federal
authorities.
Where

possible,

the

sound

waves are fed through old tele
phone wires to various living
groups.
Covell Hall now has
85% reception. South and West
Halls are receiving almost 100%.
Sorority Circle is partially con
nected and will soon be com
pleted.
Rayfmond and Covell Colleges,
Fraternity Circle and the living
groups across the street are des
tined to have coaxial cables in
the near future so that KUOP
will be available in these areas
also.
It is hoped that coaxial cables
will eventually be installed to all
liing groups, thus making pos
sible television broadcasts of
campus activities.
This system of AM broadcast
ing was available to students befor the last war. It was originally
KAEO. In 1949, the FM facility
was installed and the call letters
became KCVN.
In 1962, the
AM portion received the letters
KUOP and embarked on its new
program.
KUOP broadcasts daily. The
daytime program is a relay of a
Bay Area FM station and is
mainly background music. From
6 to 8 in the evening is a pro
gram of current and past popular
tunes. After 8, KUOP brings a
variety of music, AP news and
campus activities until midnight.
To participate in any phase
of the KUOP program, a stu
dent need not be a radio-televvision major.

Doughnuts, Mums
Bring Spur Funds
Doughnuts and mums are tra
ditional money-raising projects of
Pacific's Spurs. At their recent
retreat, Spurs designated the va
riety of uses for these funds.
Financial contributions, as well
as vitally needed individual con
cern, for a migrant worker and
his family is one of Spurs' wel
fare projects.
The money is
used for food bills, special ac
tivities with the family, and small
gifts.
Time and personal attention as
well as the financial
aid will be
offered by Spurs this year to
many other agencies. Plans in
clude visits to patients at the
State Hospital, picnics for child
ren from local orphanges and
homes for the handicapped, and
parties for the children under the
Y program for the mentally re
tarded. As another service, Spurs
plan also to contribute to Good
Will programs, cooperating in
making party favors, dolls, or
games.
Every Sunday from 9:30 to
10:30, doughnuts will be sold for
10c each in the various campus
living groups. Homecoming Day,
Spurs will be on campus selling
the traditional mums.
Gloria
Shimada, Spur president, says of
the money-raising program, "We
hope that students will feel that
they can participate through their
support in each service project we
undertake."

Parent's Day . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
when parents send in their res
ervations f o r Parents D a y .
Lunches in fraternity and sorority
houses will be paid for at the
house on that day.
The schedule of events for
Parents Day will be:
10 a. m. to 12 noon — Registra
tion (on the lawn of the 'Y')
11:30 a. m. to 1 p. m. — Lunch
(at the respective dining
areas of the parent's child
ren)
1 p. m. to 2:30 p. m. — TOUR
O F PROJECT A R E A S
(conducted by students for
their parents . . . Pleose in
clude the five project areas)
2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.—Program
(in Auditorium including
Mr. Joseph Patton, National
Chairman of the Pacific Par
ents Association) Dr. Harold
Jacoby, Dean of COP, studuent
entertainment, Dr.
Arthur Cullen, Director of
Covell College, and Dr.
Alonzo Baker, Professor of
Political Science
4:30 p.m. — President's Recept
ion (at the home of Pres. and
Mrs. Burns).

Restitution Not Retribution
$50.00 Reward (no questions asked)
for the return or information leading to the
immediate return of ariticles missing from KAPPA
ALPHA THETA since June 24, '63 which included
Large Silver Tray, 5 Piece Silver Tea and Coffee Service,
Mosaic Theta Plaque, Kappa Alpha Theta Scholarship Plaque,
Antique White Kite Shaped Wall Clock, Brass Theta Letter From
Front Door.
THESE WERE ALL GFTS OF FORMER PLEDGE CLASSES OR
OR ALUMNAE - THEREFORE NONREPLACABLE.
If Able To Help Please Contact Anyone at
KAPPA ALPHA THETA - H02-9292
OR CALL PACIFIC WEEKLY
•••••••••••••••••••••••••

Tiger Fight Songs
HUNGRY TIGERS
Come on, you hungry Tigers, fight! fight! fight!
Let's have that goal, you Tigers, fight! fight! fight!
See those Tigers breaking through,
After goals, they'll get them, too;
Fighting for UOP, they're after victory.
Then hail, oh hail, the orange and the black,
See those banners gleam;
We'll shout-out their fame,
For they'll win the game;
They're a fighting Tiger team.

GET THE OLD CHEERS RINGING
Get the old cheers ringing, cut the air with singing,
For the Tigers are set for the fray.
We know the team is ready; they itch to play,
The Tiger team will surely win today.
RIGFiT now we'll show our FIGFfT,
How our dear old alma mater puts her foes to shame
Fight and show that spirit, let the valleys hear it,
That Pacific again wins the game.
Look there quick, we've got the leather,
Come on Ti-gers, all together:
P . . . A . . . C - I - F - I - C !

PACIFIC HAIL
From o'er the rugged mountains
Standing high;
From out the broad low valleys
'Neath the sky;
Our alma mater calls,
We cannot fail,
Our voices blend in praise:
Pacific, hail! Pacific, hail!
Long may her flaming touch
Give out its light;
Long may her spirit guide us
In the right;
To her we pledge our hearts;
We dare not fail;
To her we raise our song:
Pacific, hail! Pacific, hail!

"THE INQUIRY OF
TRUTH, WHICH IS
THE LOVE-MAKING,
OR WOOING OF IT,
THE KNOWLEDGE
OF TRUTH, WHICH IS
THE PRESENCE OF
IT, AND THE BELIEF
OF TRUTH, WHICH IS
THE ENJOYING OF IT,
IS THE SOVEREIGN
GOOD OF HUMAN
NATURE."
FRANCIS BACON

WELCOME ALUMS

UNIVERSITY

BOOK ST0RI

ON CAMPUS SERVING YOU
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)ean Counsels Rushees In Choosing
Fraternities; Judging Organizations
According To Individual Personality

Dr. Gordon Zimmeijman says that too many students, in choosa fraternity, look to a group that complements their own social
Imitations and outlook, not one that challenges them in any way.

The Dean of Men, in an interview with the Pacific Weekly, rethat the fust: basis of choice in rushing or not is whether the
.udent wants the "intense living experience" of a small, closely knit
group with all the give and take involved in that situation. Then,
eaking on the "give of the sittion, Dean Zimmerman not cludes all of the imany facets of
ly cited the special time and life.
0rt given to many activities,
He also cautioned students
t included the challenging as- against bandwagoning it, being
Lct in choosing a fraternity.
influenced by a popular move
In the situation where the stu- ment and not making an individ
lent chooses not only a group ual selection.
iith which he is compatible, but
In closiAg, Dean Zimmerman
e whose members parallel him summarized his advice in this
d each other in likes and dis- manner; "The college man needs
_es, the Dean pointed out, the to realize that his choice of a
[udent isn't called up to "give" fraternity will affect all aspects
ry much in association, though of his remaining years in college.
may give a great deal in time He should therefore choose care
d activity.
fully the group of men who will
A person with a "playboy" effect these changes."
age of himself who seeks out
fraternity typed as a "playy" institution, or a student:holar who looks for a haven
Mr. and Mrs. D. Scott were
academicians were given as
the honored guests of the Octo
amples by Dr. Zimmerman.
In sliding easily into place, the ber 5 meeting of the Santa Clara
dent doesn't "take" very much County Alumni Association of
ay from his fraternity years. the University of the Pacific.
doesn't tend to develop in Mr. and Mrs. Scott of Cupertino
aracter or broaden in outlook, recently gave the university a
stead, Dr. Zimmerman explain- scholarship endowfment for music
his experience has tended to students. The meeting was at the
cent the predispositions he en- Hawaiian Gardens in San Jose.
ed with, and maybe even to
Johanna Harris, pianist-in-resrrow them.
idence at the Conservatory, per
"The main function of frater- formed on the same program
y life is social, in the broad with Pacific's Pep Band. Dr.
se of this word," and accord- Roberts Burns, president of the
to Dr. Zimmerman that in University of the Pacific, and Dr.
arked

Santa Clara Alumni
Honor The Scotts

WELCOME HOME ALUM'S

Campus Personalities
(Continued from Page 9)
Also spotlighted this week is
John Thomas, head cheerleader.
John was born in Warren, Ohio,
and lived in the East for 16 years,
12 of which were spent in Garden
City, Long Island. . Then he
moved to Santa Monica, which
is now home base.
John has taken an active part
in student life at Pacific from the
very beginning. In his freshman
year John began a long list of
athletic activities. He began with
varsity Rugby and varsity tennis.
As a sophomore John played
vat^ity water polo in addition to
rugby and tennis. As a junior
he went out for water polo until
a water-skiing accident changed
his plans. Now as a senior John
has decided to work on another
aspect of athletics:that is, "school
spirit—or lack of it." He was,
as many new students are, sur
prised and disappointed by the
apathy of students here on cam
pus. He said it was quite a
change after having witnessed
the tremendous spirit, specifically
at UCLA.
This is John's second term as
cheerleader. He held the office
as a sophomore, and was up against a brick wall as far as pro
moting spirit. He feels the apathy
is still there, and would like to
eliminate it. One attempt at do
ing this is, he says, to instigate
new traditions. John thinks most
students just don't care anymore,
and have adopted a blase attitude
towards student athletics. In ad
dition to new traditions, he has
an idea that perhaps afternoon
games might be a different story.
In the afternoon a game would
be simply an athletic function
instead of a social occasion which
requires more formal dress. The
night atmosphere tends to be con
ducive to apathy, since most peo
ple, when dressed for night life,
aren't in a mood to yell or scream
for anybody. If games were held
in the afternoon, the atmosphere
would be freer, more uninhibited,
and students would be more in
a mood to show their school spi
rit. "But," John says, "It's just
an idea."
After graduation, John would
like to fly for the SAC, and even
tually become a cojmmercial air
lines pilot. His major now is
International Relations, and if
the plans to be a pilot don't work
out he'll find some work in the
diplomatic corps.

Administrators Issue Alcohol Policy
(Continued from Page 1)
and the civil authorities for his
conduct. (4) The student must
recognize the basic right of the
University to select its students,
and the corollary — which is to
bar students for reprehensible
conduct wherever it occurs.
In explanation of these con
siderations, University officials
have given the following defini
tions as to the meaning of each
of the four.
"It is difficult to express in a
set of rules all of the attitudes
and re-actions to the problem of
drinking. The University attempts
to maintain an atmosphere in
which students may attend social
functions without the presence of
drinking. It is known, of course,
that some students enter the Uni
versity with previous experience
in drinking and expect to con
tinue these experiences. On the
other hand, there are students
who not only reject this custom
but some who do not want to
have drinking going on around
them; hence, the first two stand
ards. Number one, of course, is
very clear.
UNIVERSITY FUNCTION
"Number two leaves question
only as to what constitutes a Uni
versity function. This would in
clude all PSA functions and all
those held for any organization
of students. This does not repre
sent an attempt to police the pri
vate lives of persons at a normal
private social event held in a pri
vate home. It must, of course, be
recognized that one could hardly
identify as a non-university affair

Special Peace Corps
Convocation Scheduled
Karen Van Dine, Peace Corps
Representativve, urges all those
interested in the Peace Corps to
attend the special Peace Corps
Convocation Thursday, October
17.
Miss Helen Wilson, assistant
director of program development
and coordination of the Peace
Corps, will speak at the convoca
tion.
A coffee hour for informal
discussion will be held in the
Y later in the day.

IN PERSON!

Direct From
Carnegie Hall
JACK GALL
('58)

FLOYD GALL
('57)

LARRY CLELAND
('63)

(lalls ifiett Shop
20 N. California

HO 4-1812

THIS SUNDAY, OCT. 13-7:30-10 P.M.
CIVIC AUDITORIUM

All Seats $2.50 - On Sale At
MIRACLE MUSIC AND BREUNERS BOX OFFICES AND
AT CIVIC AUDITORIUM BOX OFFICE SUNDAY

large numbers of couples of an
organization, meeting in a private
home or in a borrowed or rented
club room. In the last analysis,
the difference between a Univer
sity function and a private social
affair is subjective and rests in
the intent behind the group hold
ing the event.
RESPONSIBILITY
Numbers three and four em
phasize the fact that when a stu
dent goes into the community as
an individual he must take per
sonal responsibility for his ac
tions and as a citizen. He must
also be responsible to the civil
authorities. This does not mean
that the University abdicates its
responsibility but recognizes that
it can not and does not want to
"police" students wherever they
are. Being responsible presup
poses that students will show
good judgement and maturity so
that their actions will be accep
table.
"The University invites the co
operation of the various student
judicial bodies to see that the
campus community maintains an
atmosphere conductive to aca
demic pursuits and one which
calls upon the students to recog
nize the problems which drink
ing may produce and to control
their own actions."
In other words fellow students,
"No Change."

Pacific Previews
Friday, October 11
9-12 p.m.
IFC Rush Sign up.
Phi Kappa Tau Rush Party —
Knoles lecturer — afternoon
and evening.
Playbox Theatre production—
8 p.m.
Saturday, October 12
Football, Fresno State (here)
Sunday, October 13
Graduate recital in Composi
tion—Paul Switzer—4 p.m.
Denomination meetings—local
churches.
Monday, October 14
End of first scholarship report
period.
IFC Rush Sign Up.
Tuesday, October 15
IFC Rush Sign Up.
Chapel — 11 a.m.
Newman Club — 11 a.m.
Alpha Chi Omega AluJtn Des
serts — 7:30 p.m.
F.C. meeting — 9 p.m.
Wednesday, October 16
IFC Rush Sign Up.
Raymond College — New
Danish Quartet — 7:45.
Delta Delta Delta Fireside
Chat — 7-8:30 p.m.
ASC meeting — 8 p.m.
Math Club meeting — 7 p.m.
Thursday, October 17
IFC Rush Sign Up.
IFC Open Houses.
Melodic designs of the Eigh
teenth Century — Roy and
Johanna Harris at Raymond
Hall — 8 p.m.
Friday, October 18
"Y" Film — "Mourning Be
comes Electra."
Covell Hall coffee hour for
parents — 8:30 p.m.
Alpha Chi Omega Pledge
Dance — 9-12:30 p.m.
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Tomorrow marks
105

homecoming,

fifth

year.

Rhizomia s
held

every

Alumni guests

will

will be

held in the house on Oct. 20.
All students are invited.
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
A dessert will be held for Sac
ramento and Stockton alumnae
dress dinner on

Oct. 15.
"October

market theory, price theory, or

A buffet supper will be served

ganization of agricultural market

to the alumni tomorrow evening.

ing, and statistcal price analysis.
Joseph Knowland, publisher of

DELTA GAMMA
Tomorrow afternoon an alum

"Spaghetti Feed"

members after

8:30 A.M.

the Oakland Tribune, was a stu

be served dinner.
A

(Continued from Page 4)

DELTA UPSILON

PHI SIGMA KAPPA

HOMECOMING SCHEDULE

Hall Of Fame

Living Qroups In The News

Harvest"

is

the

theme for the pledge dance to
be held on October 18 from nine
p.m. - one a.m. at Farley Stables.
There will be horse back riding
and a hay ride.

ni luncheon will be served.
On October 15 Delta Gamma
pledges

will

pledges

of

hold
the

a

other

tea

for

sorority

houses.
ALPHA KAPPA LAMBDA

Tomorrow
evening
alumni
members will be treated to a din

as

mittee.
Receiving an honorary degree
of Sacred Theology

Tomorrow evening an alumni

ber, 1952, Bishop Gerald Ken

dinner will be held in the house.

nedy, '29, is bishop of the Los

On October 19, Parents' Day,
a Mothers' Club luncheon will
be held.

Angeles area and president of
the Council of Bishops of
Methodist Church.

the

Bernard An

derson, class of 1936, author of

KAPPA ALPHA THETA

several

Tonight a rush party will be
held at Archania from 8:00 untill 12:00.

The theme will be

"The Back Door."

works

interpreting

the

Bible, is Dean of the School of
Theology at Drew University.

PHI KAPPA TAU

ner at Turk's.

The first
Fireside Chat with
Dr. Hand will be held this Wed
nesday from 7 - 8:30 in the
house. The public is invited.

years

at a special convocation in Octo

DELTA DELTA DELTA
Alumni members will be hon
ored at a dinner tomorrow at
Tri Delta house.

many

chairman of a state park com

of Doctor

Loyalty begins on October 18.

PHI DELTA CHI

dent at Pacific during 1890-91.
He served for

Mike Uax

and his band will play.
GAMMA PHI BETA
A luncheon will be served to
alumnae members tomorrow af
ternoon after the parade.

SKI MOVIE!

Dr. L. Eugene Root, who re
ceived his A.B. in 1932, is presi
dent of Lockheed Missies and
Space Company in Sunnyvale,
California. He was awarded an
honorary doctor's degree by his
alma mater in 1958.
The two female members of
Pacific's Hall of Fame both rep
resent the entertainment world.
Janet Leigh, noted film
star, was
the information clerk in the Reg
istrar's office, and graduated in
1947. Jo Van Fleet, '37, received
her teaching credentials and went
on to the movie and television
world to get an Oscar for her
supporting role in "East of
Eden".

n,

145 W. Alder

N,

"Behind Delta
Savings"

SEE DICK BARRYMORE'S

'THE WHITE SEARCH"
October 20th — 8:00 P.M.
Scottish Rite Temple
/ / "

TICKETS AT THE SKIMEISTER

Pacific's first
graduate in In
ternational Relations was Dr.
Richard Pedersen, class of '46.
Named one of the "10 Outstand
ing Young Men of the Nation"
in 1956 by the United States
Junior Chamber of Commerce,
Dr. Pedersen is now a top civil
service employee in the United
Nations.
The last member of the Hall
of Fame is an outstanding geolo
gist, Dr. William J. Miller, auth
or of a widely-used textbook. He
began his long teaching career
after graduation in 1900 as a
geology teacher at Pacific from
1900-1903, and is still professoremeritus at UCLA in Southern
California.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

President's Dining Room
9:30 A.M. REGISTRATION AND INFORMATION
to 5 P.M. Lawn North of Anderson "Y". Coffee in Lounge
10:00 A.M. HOMECOMING PARADE Pacific Avenue
12:30 P.M. FRATERNITY AND SORORITY REUNIONS
ANNUAL ALUMNI LUNCHEON
Anderson Dining Hall
2:30 P.M. PACIFIC ALUMNI RALLY — Gymnasium
Presenting: President Robert E. Burns; Boyd Thot
son, President of Pacific Alumni Association; Co
John Rohde; Dr. Arthur Cullen, Director of Ell
Covell College; Pacific's Pep Band; Pom Pon Gi
Song Leaders; Student entertainment.
3:45 P.M. INTEREST GROUPS
Chat with Dr. Paul Stagg and Coach Edwards al
basketball prognostications (Gymnasium); Tour Rol
E. Burns Tower; Tour Elbert Covell College; Mu
Epsilon Meeting in Anderson Social Hall (3:30-4:
CLASS REUNION RECEPTIONS
AND BANQUETS
1928 Grace Covell Small Dining Room
1933 House of E. J. Murphy
1938 Pump Room
1943 The Ranch
1948 Turk's
1953 Risso's
1958 The Reef
8:00 P.M. FOOTBALL — UOP vs. FRESNO STATE
Special /section reserved for Alumni with stud
10:00 P.M.
10:00 P.M.
to 1 A.M.
10:30 P.M.
to 2 A.M.

rooters. (Stadium)
STUDENT HOMECOMING DANCE — Scot
Rite Temple. Band—The Mystery Men. Until 1:<K
STUDENT HOMECOMING DANCE
Scottish Rite Temple. Band — The Mystery Mei
VICTORY BALL
Stockton Golf and Country Club
Stockton Pacific Alumni Club will host
Pete "Tommy Tiger" Davanis' music for dancing
Meet fellow classmates

Homecoming Queen
(Continued from Page 3)
College as a Homecoming prin
cess.
This opportunity has en
abled me to become an active
member of the University's stu
dent body early in my college
career."
PRINCESS SANDY
Sandy Genecco, representing
Delta Gamma during Homecom
ing Queen activities, describes
the festivities as "most enjoyable
and very interesting." A senior
and elementary education major,
Sandy is a native Stocktonian.
On campus, she spends time with
S.C.T.A. work; off campus, she
practices her golf game.
Sandy's reaction to her nomi
nation, "I was very honored, ex
cited, and happy." In an optoimistic voice, Sandy says of the
Homecoming game, "We have
been down, but we will win this

slacks
The fashion pacesetter
in continental stacks
long, lanky and lean.

GABARDINE-fine line
twill of 100% cotton.
Sanforized Plus—

AT YOUR FAVORITE
SOFT GOODS EMPORIUM

$4.98

2106 Pacific Avenue
g.
^

MEN'S CLOTHIER

Telephone HO 4-7669

game; the boys will have t
whole hearts in it."
PRINCESS WILMA
Representing Covell Col
on the Homecoming Cout
Wilma Ramero.
Coming
Pacific as a junior from D
Honduras, Wilma is majoriit
teaching methods. For the
two years, Wilma has goni
school
at
the University
Tegucigalpa in her native 1
duras.
PRINCESS KAREN
Returning royalty, R
Rigor, who was Homecoi
princess from Quad D last J
is representing McConchie 1
Music is Karen's main inte
since she is a 'music major »
ing toward a teaching crede:
for teaching music in the I
and sixth grades. Along with
major in music, Karen alsos

in a Quartet and plays the p:
Commenting about Homecoi
Queen activities, Karen call:
whole thing, "exciting, excit
PRINCESS CHRIS
Chris Norrie, one of 0
Hall's candidates, is a fresh
from Seattle, Washington,
tentative major is Sociology'
she is also interested in &
tion.
Commenting on her
Homecoming at Pacific
says, "It has really been 1°'
fun participating in the Q
Contest, especially meeting

the girls."
PRINCESS CAROL
Quad D's representative i>
Homecoming court, Carol J
sen, is from LaCrescenta,
fornia. This 17-year-old bl
is interested in music, espe1
guitars and singing, and &
"I think Homecoming 1
exciting time. The alumnt
dents, and townspeople looh
ward to the floats,
parade, t
dance, and parties with 1
anticipation. I only hope
this year's festivities will 1
and

surpass

con eotl c

those

of

pre'

